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The Versatile Vanguard: OEM Multi-Axe SS-0826 with Black Fiber Handle

and Oxford Pouch

In the realm of outdoor tools and equipment, versatility is king. Shieldon

Manufacturing & Trading Combo introduces the OEM Multi-Axe SS-0826, designed to meet

the needs of the rigorous and diverse tasks that outdoor enthusiasts, survivalists,

and professionals encounter. This comprehensive purchasing description outlines the

multi-faceted allure of the SS-0826, an offering that encapsulates practicality,

durability, and innovation.

Item No.: SS-0826

The Multi-Axe SS-0826 stands as a testament to Shieldon's commitment to quality and

functionality. This tool embodies a 2-in-1 design, featuring an axe for chopping and

an awl for puncturing or drilling, suitable for a wide range of applications.

https://www.shieldon.net/product_categories/multi-axe/
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Main Body Material: 3Cr13

Constructed with a 3Cr13 main body, the SS-0826 boasts a perfect balance between

durability and resistance to corrosion. This stainless steel variant is renowned for

maintaining a sharp edge while being easy to sharpen, making it ideal for consistent

outdoor use.

Handle Material: 3Cr13 + Fiber

Ergonomics play a pivotal role in tool design, which is why the handle of the SS-0826

is crafted from a combination of 3Cr13 and fiber materials. This blend ensures a firm

grip, reduces hand fatigue, and provides long-lasting comfort during extended use.

Dimensions and Weight

 Closed Length: 15.51” / 394mm
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 Total Thickness: 1.1” / 28mm
 Total Width: 6.34” / 161mm
 Blade Length: 2.05” / 52mm
 Weight: 18.77 oz / 532g

Presenting a formidable closed length of over 15 inches, the SS-0826 is a substantial

tool designed for power and efficiency. Despite its robust construction, it remains

relatively lightweight, making it an excellent companion for those who travel through

diverse terrains.

Aesthetics and Finish

 Handle Color: Black
 Main Body Finish: Blackened

Aesthetically, the SS-0826 does not disappoint. The blackened finish on the main body

is not just for looks but also enhances rust resistance, critical for maintaining the

tool's integrity. The uniform black color scheme imparts a sleek, professional

appearance suitable for any user's gear kit.

Packaging and Carry Solution

 Package Paired: Oxford Bag (Extra Cost)

Recognizing the need for convenient transport and protection, the SS-0826 comes with

an option to purchase an accompanying long carry Oxford pouch. This durable bag ensures

that your Multi-Axe can be safely transported and easily accessed whenever needed.

Practical Applications and Features

Dual Functions: Axe and Awl

 Axe: For chopping wood, clearing brush, or even in rescue operations, the axe function is
indispensable.

 Awl: For tasks that require precision, like puncturing, marking, or starting holes in wood or ice, the
awl is a critical addition.
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This dual-purpose functionality ensures that the SS-0826 serves as a multifunctional

tool, saving space and weight in your pack and providing comprehensive solutions on

the go.

Ideal for Outdoor Enthusiasts and Professionals

Whether you're a camping enthusiast needing to set up shelter, a survival expert who

values multipurpose tools, or a professional in a rescue operation requiring robust

and reliable equipment, the SS-0826 is tailored to fulfill these diverse requirements.

Customization and Manufacturing Advantages with Low MOQ

 ODM Regular MOQ: 300

Shieldon understands the needs of businesses and offers a low Minimum Order Quantity

(MOQ) of 300 units, making it easier for small to medium enterprises to take advantage

of this OEM opportunity. The SS-0826 can be customized to fit brand specifications,

offering a unique and quality product for your lineup.

https://www.shieldon.net/oem-service/
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Why Choose Shieldon's SS-0826 Multi-Axe?

Choosing the SS-0826 means investing in a tool that is as versatile as it is dependable.

Shieldon has expertly engineered this Multi-Axe to serve as a staple in any inventory,

providing end-users with a reliable tool that won’t let them down when they need it

most. With the added benefit of customization options and a low MOQ, businesses can

seamlessly integrate the SS-0826 into their product offerings, confident in its market

appeal.

The Shieldon Manufacturing & Trading Combo business model presents a unique

proposition to retailers and distributors. With a blend of manufacturing expertise

and trading acumen, you get a partner that understands the intricacies of global

commerce and the specificities of product excellence.

Conclusion
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The OEM Multi-Axe SS-0826, with its robust 3Cr13 awl body, ergonomic black fiber handle,

and optional Oxford pouch, is a pinnacle of multipurpose tool design. This purchasing

description has delved into the specifications, applications, and benefits of the

SS-0826, painting a vivid picture of its role in both retail and consumer contexts.

With Shieldon's low MOQ and customization capabilities, the SS-0826 represents not

just a product but an opportunity—a chance to offer a tool that is as adaptable as

the ever-evolving challenges of the great outdoors.

Understanding Multi-Axes

When discussing multi-axes, it’s essential to understand the basic concept: a

multi-axe is a versatile tool, typically combining an ax with one or more other tools

such as a hammer, pry bar, or a saw. Whether you’re a camping enthusiast, a survivalist,

or just someone who likes to be prepared for any situation, knowing about multi-axes

can be incredibly valuable. Let's explore the basic knowledge of multi-axes and what

brand models typically come to mind.
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A multi-axe isn't just a simple chopping tool; it's a multifunctional device that can

handle various tasks. A typical multi-axe may have a sharp cutting edge on one side

and a hammer or mallet on the other, making it useful for both cutting and pounding.

Some models include features like gut hooks, wrench holes, fire starters, or even

built-in compasses.

Multi-axes are designed with the outdoors in mind. They are ideal for activities like:

 Camping: For setting up camp, cutting firewood, or making kindling.
 Hiking: As a safety tool for clearing paths or as a survival instrument.
 Backpacking: For tasks where carrying multiple separate tools is impractical.
 Emergency Services: For rescue operations and urgent situations requiring a robust tool.

Popular Multi-Axe Brands and Models

When it comes to popular multi-axe brands, several names stand out:

1. Gerber: Gerber is well-known for its survival gear, and its multi-axes, like the Gerber Downrange

Tomahawk and the Gerber Bear Grylls Survival Hatchet, are popular for their durability and versatility.

2. Leatherman: Famous for their multi-tools, Leatherman’s Signal Multi-Tool includes an ax feature

and is praised for its compact design and versatility.

3. SOG: The SOG Survival Hawk is another favorite, featuring an ax blade, a nail puller, and a hammer

head, along with a fire starter rod in the handle.

4. Estwing: Estwing’s sportsman's axes are praised for their solid steel construction and leather grips,

offering a more traditional look with modern multi-tool functionality.

5. Fiskars: Known for their X-series axes, which are designed for exceptional balance and

power-to-weight ratio, they also offer multi-axe features in some models.

6. CRKT: Columbia River Knife & Tool is respected for innovative designs, and products like the Woods

Chogan T-Hawk deliver as a versatile axe and hammer combo.

These brands have built reputations for quality, reliability, and versatility. They

often stand out in enthusiasts' minds due to their proven track record in the great

outdoors and in survival situations.
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Choosing a Multi-Axe

When selecting a multi-axe, consider what features are most important for your needs.

Weight and size are critical factors if you plan to carry it over long distances. For

instance, a backpacker would prioritize a lightweight, compact design over a more

extensive tool that a camper might not mind.

Durability is another key consideration. Look for high-grade steel that can withstand

repeated use and resist corrosion. The handle material is also important; whether it's

a traditional wood, modern synthetic, or a combination, it needs to provide a secure

grip and ergonomic comfort.

Maintenance and Safety

A well-maintained multi-axe will serve you well for years to come. Sharpen the blade

regularly, keep it clean, and treat any wooden handles to prevent them from drying

https://www.shieldon.net/product_categories/multi-axe/
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out. Always follow safety guidelines when using a multi-axe—wear protective gear,

and ensure you're using it in a safe environment free from unnecessary hazards.

As with any tool, the key to getting the most out of a multi-axe is practice. Learn

how to handle it efficiently and safely to perform tasks with precision and care.

In conclusion, multi-axes reflect the ingenuity of combining multiple tools into one

cohesive unit. They epitomize the spirit of preparedness and functionality. Whether

you go with a model from Gerber, Leatherman, SOG, Estwing, Fiskars, CRKT, or another

quality brand, a multi-axe can be an indispensable tool in your outdoor gear arsenal.
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